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--- books


--- articles in academic journals and chapters in academic books


‘Taking same-sex partnership seriously – European experiences as British perspectives’, International Family Law 2003, p. 84-95 (this article, including an appendix called ‘Chronological overview of the main legislative steps in the process of legal recognition of homosexuality in European countries’, is a shortened version of the Fifth Stonewall Lecture, London, 6 March 2002; see the full text of this lecture).


--- academic reports and contributions to such reports

_Thematic study Netherlands - Legal Study on Homophobia and Discrimination on Grounds of Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity_ (written together with Rick Lawson & Nelleke Koffeman), Vienna: European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights 2010 (85 p.).


‘Levels of legal consequences of marriage, cohabitation and registered partnership for different-sex and same-sex partners: Comparative overview & Comparative analysis’, in: Marie Digoix & Patrick Festy (eds.), _Same-sex couples, same-sex partnerships and same-sex marriages: a focus on cross-national differentials_, Documents de travail, no. 124, Paris: Institut National d'Etudes Démografiques 2004, p. 47-92 (based on the report _More or less together_).


‘Comparative analysis’ and ‘Conclusions’, chapters 19 and 20 in: idem, p. 533-598 and 599-608.


--- papers and various


Eight major steps in the legal recognition of homosexual orientation – A chronological overview of legislation in 45 European countries, published online by the author in 2006.

European case law on sexual orientation and gender identity (training manual for Regional Lobby, Advocacy and Policy project, Ohrid, Macedonia, July 2005), published online by the author in 2006.

Text of Dutch law on the opening up of marriage for same-sex partners (plus explanatory memorandum), summary-translation, published online by the author in 2001.

Text of Dutch law on adoption by persons of the same-sex (plus explanatory memorandum), summary-translation, published online by the author in 2001.

Text of key articles on Registered Partnership in the Dutch Civil Code, summary-translation, published online by the author in 2001.

Legislation in the Netherlands against (sexual orientation) discrimination (in Dutch and in English translation), published online by the author in 2001.


Towards full equality in Dutch law for same-sex partners and their children, COC Information Brochure 6, Amsterdam: Dutch Association for the Integration of Homosexuality COC 1998.
‘Concurrence of discrimination: sexual orientation and civil status’ (paper for the International Conference on Comparative Non-Discrimination Law, Utrecht, June 1998).


‘Positive and negative information on homosexuality’ (opening speech for the pre-conference meeting in Utrecht, 9 December 1987, of the conference ‘Homosexuality beyond disease’, Amsterdam, 10-12 December 1987), 7 *Gay and Lesbian Humanist* 1988 (Spring), p. 21-23.


‘A human rights perspective of homosexuality’ (paper for the conference *Homosexuality beyond disease*, Amsterdam, 10-12 December 1987).